
How to ensure a desk for 
employees in organizations 
using free seating policies?
A cost-efficient desk booking solution for 
organizations of all kinds



Day 1

This is Marcel. He is a customer 
success manager working at JCBK Inc. 
The company recently implemented 
a free seating policy meaning that no 
employee has a fixed desk anymore.

Marcel is not worried, as he is sure 
that he can locate an available desk 
near those of his colleagues needed 
for a joint project.



When Marcel arrives at the office, all desks appear to be taken. An even bigger 
issue is that he has no idea where to find his teammates nor collaborators.



After much search, Marcel finds an available desk in another department far 
away from his teammates. His colleagues are still nowhere to be found. In order 
to get everyone together for idea sharing and decision making, Marcel has to 
schedule a meeting.



Marcel goes to work at 07.00 AM to be sure to get a desk, and preferably near his 
colleagues. 

When he arrives at work – nervous, tired and frustrated – Marcel bumps into his 
colleague, Cecilia. 

She tells him about a new booking system enabling desk reservations and 
location of colleagues  which has made her working life easier.

Day 2



The desk booking system allows 
Cecilia to reserve a desk for the 
current or following day.
Via her phone she can locate her 
registered colleagues and reserve 
a desk next to them. Thus, the 
system is timesaving and facilitates 
collaboration.



Cecilie shows how to book a desk:

1. Choose your section 2. Find your colleague’s 
reservation

3. Book your desk



Marcel enteres the desk booking system from his phone. Then he quickly locates 
his colleague, Jacqueline, with whom he’s working on a project. 

Jacqueline is located on the third floor, desk 29. Via his phone, Marcel books the 
desk next to her. Another possibility is simply tapping the device on the desk, 
and the desk is immediately booked.



Marcel is very pleased with the desk booking system, which has proved to be 
both practical and timesaving. Once again, he can concentrate on the tasks at 
hand.

The end.



The desk booking system includes:

Desk bookings in advance or on the spot
Overview of available desks within the organization
Overview of colleagues’ desk reservations
Filter options for those seeking desks with specific criteria
Desk booking device with LED light which indicates 
availability

A Desk Booking Solution facilitates 
collaboration and ensures employees 
a desk!
JCBK Inc. chose to introduce free seating to enhance collaboration as more and 
more activity based. 

What the organization didn’t take into consideration was the fact that without 
a system, the employees had no way of knowing if they would have a desk the 
following day, nor where their colleagues would be seated.



Pronestor Workspace (software)
• Booking system accessible via smart phone
• Pre-registration for first time usage
• Book in advance or on the spot
• Filter option for specific desk searches
• Locate colleagues’ desk reservations

IAdea desk booking device (hardware)
• Display-less design to ensure total cost of 

ownership 
• LED light indication of desk availability
• Check-in/out by tapping the device

Desk booking solution provided by Pronestor & IAdea
Pronestor & IAdea have joint forces to deliver a cost-efficient solution that caters 
to organizations of all kinds.



Contact us today to know more
Get in contact with our experts at sales@pronestor.com 
or visit us at www.pronestor.com
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